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1 Introduction

Speech-to-speech (S2S) translation systems [1] al-
low us to communicate with other people in dif-
ferent languages. However, conventional S2S sys-
tems ignore emphasis, which is an important fac-
tor of paralinguistic information. In order to con-
struct a S2S system considering emphasis, it is im-
portant to study on how emphasis is expressed in
each language and also across languages. In this
paper, we analyzed emphasis is word-level. We first
estimate a real-numbered value of word-level empha-
sis using many speech features such as F0, duration
and power. Based on this estimation we perform an
analysis of how emphasis is expressed in individual
languages and also across languages.

2 Word-level emphasis modeling and

estimation with LR-HSMM

In this section, we describe about the use of linear-
regression hidden semi-Markov models (LR-HSMM)
[2] in modeling and estimating word-level emphasis.

2.1 LR-HSMM

The observation feature vector sequence for each
sentence consisting of W words is given by o =[
o⊤
1 , · · · ,o⊤

t , · · · ,o⊤
T

]⊤
, where the observation fea-

ture vector ot at frame t consists of the spectral

feature vector o
(1)
t and the F0 feature vector o

(2)
t in

this paper. The number of frames in the sequence
is T . The likelihood function of the LR-HSMM is
given by

(1)P (o|λ,M) =
∑
all q

P (q|λ,M)P (o|q,λ,M) ,

where q = {q1, · · · , qt, · · · , qT } is the HSMM state
sequence, λ = {λ1, · · · , λw, · · · , λW } is the word-
level emphasis weight sequence, andM is an HSMM
parameter set. Note that in this paper, the emphasis
weight is shared over all HSMM states correspond-
ing to a word. The state output probability density
function modeled by a Gaussian distribution is given
by

(2)P (o|q,λ,M) =

T∏
t=1

P (ot|qt, λt,M) ,

(3)

P (ot|qt = i, λt = λw,M) =
2∏

s=1

N
(
o
(s)
t ;µ

(s)
i + λwb

(s)
i ,Σ

(s)
i

)
,
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where s is a stream index (i.e., s = 1 for the spectral

features and s = 2 for the F0 features), µ
(s)
i is the

mean vector for normal speech and b
(s)
i is the differ-

ence vector between normal speech and emphasized
speech using λw as a weighting value, and the co-

variance matrix is Σ
(s)
i . The duration probability

function is also derived in the same fashion with the
state output probability function. The emphasis se-
quence λ is estimated by maximizing the likelihood
function 1.
The LR-HSMM model is trained by following the

standard HMM-based speech synthesis training pro-
cess [3]. To model the emphasis and normal speech,
we use an additional contextual factor encoding the
word-level emphasis, i.e., “current word is empha-
sized?”, as also used in [4].

3 Experiment set-up and evaluation

The experiments were performed using a bilingual
English-Japanese emphasis corpus [5], in which the
emphasized words were carefully selected to main-
tain the naturalness of the emphasized utterances.
The corpus consists of 966 pairs of utterances that
were spoken by 3 bilingual speakers; 6 mono-lingual
Japanese and 1 mono-lingual English speakers. The
LR-HSMMs were trained using 916 utterances for
each speaker. All 966 emphasis sequences were used
for the analysis. We adopt STRAIGHT [6] for the
speech analysis.

3.1 Word-level emphasis estimation evalua-

tion

First, we validate that the proposed method is
able to detect emphasis and find which acoustic fea-
tures (spectral, F0, duration) are more useful to
estimate the emphasis or distinguish between the
emphasized and normal words. We do so by opti-
mizing the emphasis weight sequence using different
settings of acoustic features:

• dur: using only the duration feature.

• lf0: using only log F0 (lf0) feature.

• sp: using only spectral features.

• sp dur: using spectral and duration features.

• sp lf0: using spectral and lf0 features.

• lf0 dur: using lf0 and duration features.

• sp lf0 dur: combine all features.
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The word-level emphasis is then classified into la-
bels of 0 and 1 indicating normal and emphasized
words by using emphasis threshold 0.5. Then, we
calculate the F -measure to show how accurately the
system can detect the emphasis. The result is shown
in Figure 1. First, by looking at the duration col-
umn, the duration feature works to some extent in
English, but does not work well in Japanese. We
can also observed this situation when we combine
lf0 and duration. This is a reasonable finding, as
the Japanese discourages people from using long du-
ration to emphasise words. Looking at the perfor-
mance of individual features, we can see that for
English all three features duration, F0, and spec-
tral play the same role in terms of emphasis predic-
tion. However, for Japanese, the spectral features
are more significant compared to the other two.
By combining all features together. We achieved

the best performance for both languages. The
F -measure for English is 75.63% and Japanese is
80.36%. Therefore, we will use this combination in
further analysis.
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Fig. 1 F -measure of emphasis prediction

3.2 Emphasis across English and Japanese

In this experiment, we analyse the correlation of
emphasis weights in English and Japanese. The idea
is if we can find a strong correlation of word-level
emphasis between English and Japanese, we can de-
velop a simple linear function to translate it. The
Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated between
the English and Japanese emphasis weight to mea-
sure the strength of the linear association between
them

r =

∑
i(λ

(en)
i − λ̄(en))(λ

(ja)
i − λ̄(ja))√∑

i (λ
(en)
i − λ̄(en))

2
√∑

i (λ
(ja)
i − λ̄(ja))

2
.

(4)

where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient, λ
(en)
i

is the emphasis level for the word i-th in English

and λ
(ja)
i is the emphasis level for the correspond-

ing Japanese word which is determined by one-to-
one word alignment, λ̄(en) and λ̄(ja) is the mean of
emphasis level of English and Japanese, respectively.
As the result, the correlation of the word-level em-

phasis between English and Japanese is shown in
Figure 2, the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.625,
indicating that there is some correlation coefficient
of emphasis level between two languages, but it is

not so high. It might possible to develop a emphasis
translation by using a linear function. Of course, a
more sophisticated method could be used to make a
better generalization.

Fig. 2 Relationship between English words and

Japanese words emphasis.

4 Conclusion

This paper has conducted a bilingual analysis of
emphasis. We found that the combination of all
speech features outperforms other combination in
term of emphasis detection. The analysis of em-
phasis across languages found a relatively high cor-
relation of emphasis vectors between English and
Japanese. The future works will construct an em-
phasis speech translation that translates the word-
level emphasis vectors across languages.
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